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A Charge to Time Conversion (QTC) technique is proposed to provide the energy spectrum measurement in
radiation spectroscopy. Since the width of QTC logical output signal is proportional to the input charge, it can be
easily converted into a digital value in the programmable logic device FPGA or CPLD. As a pulse area sensitive
circuit, QTC is expected to have better sensitivity, higher noise rejection rate and less waveform dependency, with
simpler circuit configuration, lower cost and higher reliability. Interfacing to scintillation detectors with Photo
Multiplier Tube (PMT) for a measurement of gamma energy spectrum needs neither pulse shaping nor baseline
restoration circuit. The input stage of the QTC can be configured to be current sensitive and connect to a Silicon
Surface Barrier (SSB) detector without charge sensitive preamplifier. This circuit configuration was implemented and
used in an alpha spectrum based radon measurement. The application circuits and some test results are presented in
the paper.
KEYWORDS: Charge to Time Conversion, Multi-Channel Analyzer, scintillation detector, gamma spectrum,
Silicon Surface Barrier detector, alpha spectrum

I Introduction1
Pulse height Multi-Channel Analyzer (MCA) is
generally performed by a pulse peak holding circuit followed
by an ADC. In this scheme, the input pulse height in
proportion to the energy deposit in the detector will be
sampled. The peak holding circuit is sensitive to any sharp
peak as well as ripple noise. Analog shaping circuit for
converting the input pulse into a quasi-Gauss shape is
normally adopted1). In mass production of such an analog
signal processing circuit, maintaining precision and
consistency in all the products are always challenges.
In recent years, with the development of electronic
techniques, such as flash ADC, FPGA and DSP, it is already
possible to digitalize the waveform of a fast input pulse from
a radiation detector and pick up energy information by DSP
mode at the meantime2),3),4). Shaping function can also be
performed by the DSP method instead of the analog circuit.
However, the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for a flash ADC is
usually not so satisfactory. And the power consumption is
too high for a battery supplied portable instrument. A
12bit/150MSPS flash ADC AD9627-150, for instant, the
power consumption reaches to 820 mW, whereas the SNR is
only 69.2dB at 150MSPS5).
In recent large scale experiments, hundreds and
thousands of input channels would be measured. For
example, the inner detector of the Super Kamiokande
detector in Japan contends 11146 PMTs6). The energy
information from each PMT channel should be readout.
Using thousands of flash ADC to construct such a huge
electronic system, cost, size, and reliability should be
concerned. Instead of the Digital Pulse Processing (DPP)
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technique, Charge to Time Conversion (QTC) is used in this
splendid construction6). QTC technique is also used to
measure the charge of particles in the drift chamber in the
KEK B factory experiment BELLE7).
As a pulse area sensitive circuit, QTC is expected to have
better sensitivity, higher noise rejection rate and less
waveform dependency, with simpler circuit configuration,
lower cost and higher reliability. Since the QTC technique
has such outstanding features, it is proposed to perform
energy spectrum measurement tasks in radiation
spectroscopy region.

II

Simplified schematic of QTC

Fig. 1 Simplified schematic of the charge to time convertor

A simplified schematic of the charge to time convertor is
designed and presented in Fig.1. The input negative pulse is
rectified by an inverting active rectifier. The output of the
rectifier charges C1 via R3. The charge fed into C1 is
proportional to the area of the input pulse. A constant current
source Idisch, will discharge C1. The discharge time interval
Tout can be easily described as
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Where Q is the charge fed into C1. Idisch is the discharge
current. Because the Idisch is a constant current source, Tout is
proportional to the charge. Therefore, Tout is proportional to
the area of the input pulse. The width of the charge and
discharge waveform is then converted into a logic signal by
the discriminator A3.
Attention should be paid that the output voltage would be
maintained at zero if the charging current through R3 is less
than the discharge current Idisch. To have a maximum
dynamic range, the discharge current should be designed to
be as small as possible. In this experiment, Idisch is set to be
25 ȝA.
An active rectifier based Super Diode crossing the
inverting input and the output of the amplifier A2 provides a
DC rout to prevent the discharge current from pulling the
voltage out of the ground level.
The width of the QTC logical output can be easily
converted into a digital value in the programmable logic
device FPGA or CPLD. A CPLD EPM3128 with a 100 MHz
clock is used in the experiment. The maximum energy bin
number is designed to be 8192, which is corresponding to
4096 ns.

III Application in Gamma spectroscopy
As a pulse area sensitive circuit, QTC is expected to have
better sensitivity, higher noise rejection ratio and less
waveform dependency. Interfacing to scintillation detectors
with Photo Multiply Tube (PMT) needs neither pulse
shaping circuit nor baseline restoration circuit. The voltage
gain of the first stage of the QTC is set to be -1, e.g.,
R1=R2=1k ohm, and R3=200 ohm.

137
137

Ba X-Ray peak
( 32 keV )

Cs full energy peak
( 662 keV )

circuit. The detector is supplied by the Beijing nuclear
instrument factory. A transistor preamplifier is installed
inside the detector. From this figure, the 137Ba X-ray peak at
around 32keV, the back scatter peak, the Compton edge, and
the 137Cs full energy peak at 662 keV are clearly observed.
The energy resolution (FWHM) is about 7.38% at 662 keV.
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Fig. 3 Energy spectrum of a uranium ore sample

To evaluate the energy linearity, energy spectra of
uranium ore sample and gamma background on the concrete
ground are also measured. The spectrum of the uranium ore
sample is shown in Fig.3 in log scale. The peak positions
according to 131I, 214Bi, 40K, and 208Tl are manually read. The
peak position for 137Cs can be measured too. A linear fit to
these points is performed, the energy nonlinear error NE can
be calculated by
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The reference energy and the corresponding nuclide,
peak positions, calibration results and the nonlinear error are
listed in Table 1. From the table, the maximum nonlinear
error is within f0.15%.

Nuclide

Cs spectrum taken by ĭ75×75 mm NaI(Tl)
scintillation detector connect with the QTC circuit
without shaping and baseline restoration circuit

Figure 2 shows a 137Cs gamma spectrum taken by a
ĭ75×75 mm NaI(Tl) scintillation detector connect to the
QTC circuit without any shaping and baseline restoration

Energy
(keV)

Peak

Calibration

Nonlinear

position

results

error

(bin)

(keV)

(%)

131

I

346

1015

348.6

0.09

214

Bi

609

1725

608.3

-0.02

137

Cs

662

1865

659.5

-0.08

214

Bi

1120

3118

1117.9

-0.07

137
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I:346
keV
214
Bi:609 keV

Table 1 Energy calibration results and energy nonlinearity

Back scatter peak

Fig.2
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40

K

1461

4055

1460.6

0.01

214

Bi

1765

4875

1760.6

-0.15

214

Bi

2205

6090

2205.0

0.00

214

Bi

2448

6760

2450.1

0.07

208

Tl

2620

7220

2618.4

0.11

208

IV
V Applicattion in Alp
pha spectrum based raadon
m
measurement
t
Another appllication is to interface
i
a siliicon surface barrier
b
(S
SSB) detector to the QTC
C without anyy charge sennsitive
am
mplifier. The first stage off the QTC cirrcuit is configgured
intto a current sensitive acctive rectifierr. The appliccation
cirrcuit is shownn in Fig.4.
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detecctor. Howeveer, the decay products 218Po
P are colleccted
onto the surface of the SSB ddetector by th
he high voltaage.
This is why the 5..45 MeV alphha particles aree not observedd in
the spectrum.
s
The radon meaasurement systtem has been run
r for hundreds
p
tthrough materrial measurem
ment
hourrs in a radon permeability
expeeriment. The experimentall goal is to make shieldding
mateerial selectionn for a low background reactor neutrrino
expeeriment8). Acccumulation readings were performed
p
evvery
hourr. The alpha sppectrum data were logged into a compuuter.
To check
c
the reliiability of thee whole experrimental systeem,
the 7.69
7
MeV peaak position at eevery 12 h is determined frrom
a Gaaussian fit. Figgure 6 showss all the peak positions durring
the experiment
e
foor more than 200 h. In th
he case of 10024
energ
gy bin in totaal, the maximuum peak drift is +3 bin andd -5
bin.

Fig.4 A SSB deetector connect with the QTC

The input off the QTC circcuit here is currrent sensitivee. The
coorresponding current gainn of the QT
TC input stagge is
AI=R2/R3=1Moohm/1kohm=11000. Such a current sennsitive
froont end circuuit is not sennsitive to anyy equivalent input
caapacitor. As a result, the lenngth of the dettector coaxial cable
is not critical. In this experriment, it is large than 400 cm.
t stabilizatiion circuit caan be
Annother advanttage is that the
coonnected to thhe anode of the detector.. The stabilizzation
cirrcuit can makke compensattion to the drrift of the dettector
leaakage current..

g.6 7.69 MeV Peak position during the Rad
don permeabilitty
Fig
through matterial measurem
ment experimen
nt

V Conclusion
A Charge to Time
T
converteer is used to interface to the
scinttillation detector and the siilicon surface barrier detecttor.
With
h no shaping and baseline restoration ciircuit in use, the
application circcuit configuuration beccomes simpple.
Expeerimental resuults indicate thhat the perforrmances, suchh as
the linearity,
l
energgy resolution, dynamic rang
ge and reliabiility,
etc, are satisfactorry as expectedd. This QTC technique
t
cann be
wideely adopted in various applications of radiattion
spectroscopy.

Fig.5 Alpha spectrum of radonn daughters takken by SSB deteector
connect with
w the QTC without
w
charge sensitive
s
ampliffier

Figure 5 shows an alppha spectrum
m taken from
m the
exxperiment. Thhe peaks at 6.00MeV and
a
7.69MeV
V are
inddividually relleased from 2222Rn daughterr nuclide 218Poo and
2144
Po. The correesponding eneergy resolutionn is about 2044 keV
at 7.69 MeV. Inn the experimeent, the SSB detector
d
is installed
at the bottom ceenter of a cylinnder chamberr. A high voltaage of
a
between the detectoor and the cham
mber.
abbout -2 kV is applied
M
Most
of the 5.45 MeV alppha particles, emitted by 222Rn
dirrectly in the chamber,
c
reacct with air and cannot reacch the
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